
‘Apply to Self’ NLP State Elicitation Template
Brought to you by Jason Schneider - Founder of PerceptionAcademy.com

This handout is designed as a framework to help you to track and organize your ‘mind-body-emotion states’ for easy access.

Overview: Use this spreadsheet to keep track of your mind-body-emotion states and desired resource states. You can call upon these resources to apply them to 
past memories (and then future pace them). You can also can use them present moment when you need them as you get more practiced with them. Whenever 
you feel unresourceful you can come back to this list and try on some of these resources as meta-states, OR you can think of a resource state that would be more 
applicable and add it to the list. 
 

Directions:You can begin with the foundational resources states of Acceptance, Appreciation, and Awe or wherever you like!  See MY Personal NLP State 
elicitation Toolbox as a reference.  

I hope you find this valuable and if you have any questions, comments or feedback please send me an email to talktojason@perceptionacademy.com or post on 
my facebook community @ fb.com/perceptionacademy 

State Name Reference Experience/Movie in your 
mind  (Remembered or Imagined)

Physiology/Strategy - Breathing, gestures, internal/
external dialogue

Trigger/Anchor  - How will you re-
access this state?  
What triggered off this state? What can 
you use as a trigger/anchor to quickly 
fly into this state when you need it in 
the future? It could be an internal 
image, sound, physiology, metaphor, 
etc.

Skills: Sensory acuity, representational 
tracking, frame awareness, sub-
modality awareness

Skills: Self state elicitation, self-calibration, 
strategies, 

Skills: Anchoring, self-anchoring, basic 
meta-stating

Acceptance The reference experience I used is 
imagining that I have to walk 
somewhere but it is raining outside. I 
prefer that it was sunny but I can 
accept it for what it is. 

The physiology I use is turning my palms up and 
lifting them gently with a small shoulder shrug as I 
say “It is what it is” in a nonchalant tone.

The trigger I set here is to step directly 
into my physiology of acceptance. I 
also have a small metaphorical 
raincloud that I can imagine and 
practice acceptance as I step under it

Appreciation The reference experience is 
remembering a time when a ‘stranger’ 
bought me a coffee just from the 
goodness of their heart. 

The physiology that develops is little smile, followed 
by a gently nod my head as my eyes close and say 
“thank you” as my forehead slightly scrunches.

The trigger I set is to quickly pull up the 
image in my mind of that past 
experience.  I also have an internal 
representation of a small vase with a 
single sunflower in it, which I can pull 
up in my mind and step into 
appreciation instantly.

Awe My reference experience is My physiology is a gently shaking my head side to The trigger I set here is the movie in 
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Awe My reference experience is 
remembering my trip to Alaska when I 
looked up at the sky and saw the 
Northern Lights.

My physiology is a gently shaking my head side to 
side as my eyes roll up and I say “WOW!” in a tone 
of amazement. 

The trigger I set here is the movie in 
my mind of that past experience and I 
can instantly jump into a state of awe.  
I also have an imagined place in my 
mind where the stars are out and the 
Northern Lights are dancing that puts 
me almost instantly into a state of awe.
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To a higher level of applying to self,

Jason Schneider

Please send your questions, comments, and feedback to talktojason@perceptionacademy.com or on our Facebook group @ fb.com/perceptionacademy 
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